	
  

	
  

Partisanship to Partnership
by Royce Hollladay
Media around the globe focus on the degree to which partisan decisions and activities drive
public policy.
•

•
•
•
•
•

Political leaders from different parties split from one another in debates that take far
different sides of a given question. Then they stand their ground, demanding that the
“other side” shift first.
People who champion human rights fight against leaders who would oppress those
same human rights.
Doctrines of differing faith communities are used to solidify or establish boundaries that
must not be crossed.
In the public sector, institutions compete for limited resources.
Non-profit organizations face stiffer competition in their search for funding.
Corporations and local businesses that market similar products and services seek to
leverage a competitive edge by advertising their community service or their efforts at
creating a “green” environment.

Partisan activities divide people along lines of difference. Partnerships, on the other hand, offer
more options for bringing people together across their differences to deal with the quickly
changing landscapes of this century:
•
•
•
•

Limited resources—both natural and economic—call for greater conservation and
sharing across differing interests.
Global economics draw from a variety of diverse financial sources, human resources,
and fiscal perspectives.
Highly mobile individuals and groups bring greater cultural and ethnic diversity to
communities around the globe.
World-wide communications that travel at the speed of light enable people to share
ideas and information in the span of a heartbeat.

So how can we form partnerships that reach across vast differences to accomplish shared work
and mutual adaptation? How do we build relationships that are characterized by patterns of
partnership?
First, we have to see that partisanship and partnership are patterns of behavior and decision
making that emerge when people interact. As either pattern becomes stronger, it reinforces
and amplifies other similar patterns in the environment.
Patterns of partisanship emerge when people or groups
•
•
•

hold similar ideas of competition and self-preservation,
pay attention to differences that are exaggerated or unfounded, and
establish connections that distort reality and confuse understanding to increase fear.

Partisan patterns reinforce competition and “us vs them” thinking. They encourage high levels
of compliance and similarity, and use fear to bring people together to common action.
Patterns of partnership, on the other hand, emerge when people or groups
•

hold similar hopes for a shared future,
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•
•

consider how differences enrich and inform complementary action, and
establish connections that are authentic and transparent.

Healthy partnerships bring people together in authentic and productive ways to work on
common issues. Partners share their individual gifts and talents to build connections and
meaning for the group. In a partnership, people are not asked to surrender or ignore their core
values or identity. Partners do not “co-opt” each other for personal gain or advantage; nor do
they step away from the challenge of working across differences to resolve issues.
Partnership patterns can be seen in communities where natural or man-made disasters wreak
havoc, and people come together to save lives, clean up, and rebuild. Across boundaries of
countries that have suffered decades of oppression and totalitarianism, individuals and groups
build partnerships to share information and strategy to break the hold of long-time dictators
and military governments. In neighborhoods people come together in partnership to take care
of each other and create safer environments.
Second, if we understand partisanship and partnership as emergent patterns, we can learn to
shape the patterns in our lives to help build healthy partnerships in many areas of our lives,
Glenda Eoyang defines patterns as similarities, differences, and connections that have meaning
across space and time. If we want to shift a pattern, we can change any one of the variables—
similarities, differences, or connections—to change the conditions in the system. To shift from
partisan patterns to partnership patterns will require a change in one or more of these
conditions. Table 1 at the end of this document compares the characteristics of the two
patterns according to these characteristics.
When we need to bring people together across their differences to face the challenges of a
quickly changing and highly diverse world, we can look for ways to build partnership across the
boundaries that would divide us. We can fxind greater strength in shared hopes for the future;
engage each other’s differences to enrich our complementary action; and establish connections
that are authentic and transparent.
As we build coalitions and partnership, we can use the questions in Table 2 as a starting point
for learning to influence and establish the patterns of partnership that will enable us to adapt
to the challenges and opportunities of the 21st century.
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Table 1. Characteristics of
Partisan and Partnership Patterns

	
  
	
  

	
  
Table 2. Questions for
Partnership Possibilities
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